Border Steering
Our Border Steering service is a roaming solution for addressing
roaming scenarios in near border areas that delivers unrivaled
control and enhanced roaming experience.
With Amplitiv’s Border Steering you can conveniently save your
subscribers from accidental roaming situations and the bill shock
experience that follows. Block access to unwanted mobile networks
and unfavorable wholesale rates that lead to lost revenue.
Apply Border Steering as a standalone service or launch it with your
standard Steering of Roaming application.

Enhanced customer experience
prevent subscribers from accessing undesired networks

enable or disable the service for certain areas or customers, depending on their
needs (per community/IMSI whitelists)
modify restriction rules to provide the best balance between blocking service and
ensuring continuity (grace period time)

ensure emergency calls are possible at all times

Cutting-edge configuration
provide a comprehensive, user-friendly GUI

manage border steering conveniently with the use of community filters you create
yourself
define and modify border area cells with the help of intuitive import and export
tools
adjust rejection times to satisfy expectations of all your subscribers. Leverage the
precision the service offers and configure it to the smallest detail

Real-time reports and statistics
track all events for troubleshooting or general overview purposes

view multiple summary options and identify critical cases (countries, communities
or IMSIs)

adjust the configuration for certain customers with the use of expanded IMSI
reports

Technical features
fully designed and developed
by Amplitiv experts

committed, long-term partnership
driven by a pro-client approach

trusted wholesale apps provider
and global partner of Comfone

agile platform management and
supervision

controlled revenue
stream

competitive time
to market (TTM)

flexible on-premise
and SaaS models
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